The 6T Courtyard Studio Network Night is a TF event.
Being a TF – ‘Trade For’ event provides a great opportunity for models. Makeup artist and photographers to build
their portfolio and work with each other without either party paying a fee. Simply, photographers exchange their
skill in taking and editing the images in return for the model’s or makeup artist’s time and experience. Each may
participate in the creative concepts that are explored, unlike a commercial shoot that may have a fixed brief.
Copyright is retained by the photographer, the model and all parties are free to use the images for their respective
portfolios. In doing so the Model, Photographer, Make-up Artist and Courtyard Studio Network Night should be
credited each time the image is used.
6Towns contact cards are available on the reception desk. Please add your details and use these to exchange contact
information.
This event is arranged by 6Towns Photographic Club as a social event for Models make-up artists and photographers
to meet, improve their skills and network together in order to gain paid assignments.
So in the interest of fair play;
Models, please remember to Credit the photographer and Courtyard Studio each time you use the image. A simple
‘image by’ or copyright and name of the photographer will be fine.
Photographers, please remember to share your images with the model or makeup artist. That is their pay for the
great effort that we have seen in costumes and makeup, and remember that some have travelled a considerable
distance to participate in the 6T Courtyard Studio Network Night. Make sure also to credit the model, Make-up Artist
and Courtyard Studio Network Night when using the image.
Check which profile name should be used, there may be a stage name that is preferred for their modelling / business
career, if this is the case please respect their wishes.
There are a number of ways to share your images ;
Facebook – a public way to share your image within the’ 6T Courtyard Studio TF Network night Forum.’ This will
share the images with the model / makeup artist along with others within our group.
Direct – you can send the images direct to the model / makeup artist.
Or Share Via Us – you are welcome to share your images with the model/ makeup artist through us. Simply email to
imageshare@ 6townsphotographicclub.co.uk - If there are just a few then email will be ok or use WeTransfer
https://wetransfer.com to upload and again send to imageshare@ 6townsphotographicclub.co.uk and we will make
sure that the images are passed on to the appropriate model/ makeup artists. This may be easier if you are not on
social media or contact details of the models.
Don’t be reluctant to send images because you feel that the work of other photographers may be preferred – let the
model/ makeup artist be the judge.
This Network Night is a social studio event organised by 6Towns Photographic Club every 3 rd Sunday of the month.
Membership of the club is not required to attend the Network Night. For more information about other events
organised by the club check the website. We meet every Wednesday evening with guest speakers, studio workshops,
outdoor workshops and postproduction training.
www.6townsphotographicclub.co.uk
Any queries contact Bob or Jas via the website.

